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ABSTRACT

A detailed theoretical treatment is given of eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of a mul-

tilayer organic quantum well sandwiched between two different dielectric media. The

abrupt change of dielectric constants at the interfaces distorts the wave function and

results in possible surface states in addition to propagating states. The proper bound-

ary conditions are accounted for by the method of image charges. Analytic criteria for

existence of surface states are established using the nearest layer approximation, which

depend not only on the intralayer and interlayer parameters but also on the number of

layers. The size dependence together with the dependence on signs and relative mag-

nitudes of the structure parameters fully determine the energy spectrum of propagating

states as well as the number and the location of surface states.



1 Introduction

Manipulation technologies of semiconductors [1] and organic materials [2] have been de-

veloped so that quantization effects and dimensional effects of electronic excitations have

been clarified. At the same time one can control the radiation field by the microcavity

or the manipulated semiconductor quantum wells with the distributed Bragg reflectors

on the both ends. Combining these results, efforts are being paid to realize the strong

interaction between quantized electronic excitation and quantized modes of the radiation

field by mutual quantum control of both systems on the same footing. Nonclassical nature

of the radiation field can be obtained from these systems. Recently, unusual structures

by novel technique of organic molecular beam deposition have been quasi-epitaxial grown

for the first time [3, 4). These are called multiple organic quantum wells (MOQW's)

which consist of alternating layers of two different organic materials. Thanks to weak

van der Waals forces that hold the molecules together, organic heterostructures can even

be grown alternatively by incommensurate materials like 3,4,9,10 perylenetetracarboxylic

dianhydride and 3,4,7,8 naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride [3J. Each molecule in

organic materials has a large transition dipolemoment in comparison to the unit cell of

semiconductors and the electronic transitions in organic materials are primarily due to the

generation of Frenkel exciton, a coherent elementary excitation. So, (M)OQW's prove to

be one of the most promising samples for studying molecular Prenkel and charge-transfer

excitons as well as for various potential device applications [5, 6, 7, 8]. Although the

electronic structures and optical properties oi semiconductor quantum wells have been

well studied [1], some characteristics of (M)OQW's remain unsolved yet. In this paper we

are concerned with the electronic structure of a multilayer OQW. Superradiancc property

of such an OQW has just been investigated in Ref. 9, in which, however, the interaction

between crystalline layers is being neglected. Superradiant decay can be described by the

imaginary part of the second-order self-energy due to exciton-photon interaction while



its real part gives the dipole-dipole interaction. Usually the absolute value of the dipole-

dipole interaction is much larger than the radiative decay rate [10]. Therefore, it is natural

to solve the electronic structure of the Coulomb excitons with the dipole-dipole interac-

tion taken into account before to discuss the dynamics of surface excitons. In general,

especially in crystals having a small spacing between layers, the interlayer coupling plays

a crucial role in determining the eigenstates of the whole material structure. With the in-

terlayer interaction taken into account, the excitation can hop from layer to layer and the

resulting electronic structure belongs to the whole OQW rather than to separate layers.

In this respect, it would not be so precise to describe radiative rates as those coming from

the first monolayer, the second monolayer, etc. Even in crystals like tetracene, anthra-

cence, etc. whose widths of the Coulomb exciton bands in the direction perpendicular to

the layer planes arc small as compared to other energy characteristics [11], experimental

measurements should, in principle, be explained on the basis of the energy spectrum of

the OQW as a whole. The lowest photo- excited elementary excitations in solids can be

described as excitons. Although excitons are of Wannier-Mott type in inorganics, their

nature in organics is unclear up to date [12]. In some organics like strongly 7r-bonded

3, 4, 9, 10 perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride [13], excitons (charge-transfer) seem to

have large radius as compared to the intermolecular separation resembling Wannicr-Mott

type. Sometimes, in the same kind of structure, say, in Pbl-based compounds, excitons

have alternatively been considered of either Frenkel type [14] or Wannier-Mott type [15].

Moreover, coexistence of both types of excitons is also possible [16]. We are not con-

vinced of the interest to debate and, in our model we assume the excitons to be of FVenkel

type. Frenkel excitons propagate over the structure by dipolar interaction among the

constituent molecules. We introduce a model of multilayer OQW with dielectric constant

e sandwiched between continuum media with dielectric constants e\ and £2. Due to an

abrupt change of dielectric constants at the interfaces separating the OQW region from

the two surrounding materials, surface states may be possible in some cases in addition
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to propagating states. In this paper we will describe the electronic structure of tiie multi-

layer OQW, trying to answer the following questions: (i) under which conditions surface

states are possible, (ii) how many surface states may appear, (iii) where the surface state

energy levels are located and, (iv) how the number of surface states depends on thickness

of the OQW.

The importance of studying the eigenstates is clear. Realization of various types of

optoelectronic devices is based on the optical responses which are obtained by solving

Maxwell's equations. The appropriate Maxwell's equations contain a susceptibility which

differs from material to material. To calculate the susceptibility one needs to know the

exact eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of the specific material. Thus, investigating the

electronic eigenstates of a certain material structure constitutes the first necessary step

in the recipe of calculating the optical responses. We postpone the optical responses to a

subsequent paper being now in preparation.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section II we construct a Hamiltonian

of the OQW taking into account the boundary conditions due to the abrupt change of

dielectric constants at the two interfaces by the method of image charges. Here the

dielectric constants outside the OQW play a role in inducing surface states. Section III

derives the difference equations of the problem within the nearest layer approximation

(NLA) which are to be solved for the propagating states in Section IV and for the surface

states in Section V. Section VI discusses the results obtained as well as related optical

responses and future problems.

2 Multilayer organic quantum well and its Hamil-

tonian

Consider an JV-layer OQW with dielectric constant e. This OQW is sandwiched between

two dielectric media with dielectric constants £i and e2 (Fig. 1). Usually, Medium 1 serves



as an inorganic substrate (£•[ ^ e) and Medium 2 is the open air (£2 « 1) or both the

surrounding media are of the same material (ei = £2 7̂  -)- In general, they are different,

i.e., £\ ^ £2 7̂  £• The two interfaces are assumed roughless planes. Suppose that each unit

cell of the OQVV lattice contains one identical 2-level molecule for simplicity (extension

to the case of more than one molecule per unit cell and of multilevel molecules can be

done). At low excitation one molecule is excited. This excited molecule interacts with

all other unexcited real molecules in the OQW region as well as, due to the presence of

the interfaces, with their images in the region of the surrounding materials (including the

image of the excited molecule itself). Furthermore, the excitation can be transferred from

cell to cell, which is also influenced by the image effect. The OQW's energy difference

between its ground state and the state in which one molecule is boing excited is described

by the Hamiltonian:

H = £ (e - fo + An + An) P,*mP,mn
Imn

+ 23 ' \TlmnJ'm'n'+TimnXm'n')Pvmin'Plmn- (1)
lmn,/'m'n'

In E(j. (1) /, m, n are integers specifying position r of the unit cell in terms of the basic

vectors a, 6 and c of the OQW

r ~ la + mb + nc, (2)

where -JVO <l < Na, — JV6 <m< Nb and n = 1,2, ..., Nc = Ar. Na (JV6) is the number

of unit cells in the 5 (6) direction and N the number of layers perpendicular to the c

direction. The OQW is assumed to be largely extended in the (a, b) plane (i.e., Na and

Nt are large in comparison with N and can be made infinite at the end of calculations),

but bounded in the c direction by two outermost layers (i.e., N is finite). As a consequence

of such structure, the translational symmetry in the c direction is broken, whereas in the

(a, 6) plane the usual Born von Karman cyclic condition can be used by treating Na and

Nb to be finite but very large. The operator P,*n (Pjmn) transits the molecule in cell Imn

from the ground state |0 > (excited state \x >) with energy r0 (e) to its excited state



\x > (ground state |0 >) with energy e (e0). The term An (An) expresses the difference in

energy caused by electrostatic interaction of the molecule in its excited state and unexcited

state with all the other unexcited real (image) molecules in the OQVV. Due to the finite

size in the c direction the n- dependence remains in the terms An and An. These terms

are the diagonal elements of H and are referred to as the site shift terms. The off-resonant

elements of // , the terms Tjmlli|/m/n- and T(miXii'm/ft' are responsible for intersite excitation

transfer and are called the excitation transfer terms. Again the tilde signifies the image

effect. The prime above the second sum in Eq. (1), which excludes the contribution from

/ = /', m = m' and n = n' simultaneously, acts on T only, not on T. Actual expressions

of An, An, 7[mn,cm'n' and fimni(,m.ft' will be given afterward.

We split off H into two parts, one for n = n' and the other for n^n'

'#„„'• (3)
TI nn'

The part Hn

n + An) P^nPlmn
Im

+ £ ' [Tlmn.l'm'n + TJmni('m'ft) Pvm'nPimn- (4)
lm,l'm'

can exactly be diagonalized by means of the unitary transformation

where pi,m = la+mb, kisa. two-dimensional wave vector of motion in the layers. Operator

£n£ (B+r) is regarded as an annihilation (creation) operator of a two-dimensional exciton

in layer n with energy En(k)

Ln(k), (6)

,um'n)ei^-^-"'. (7)

The two-dimensional sum in Eq. (7) can easily be evaluated, e.g., by a cliainwise summa-

tion method [17]. Using Eq. (5) in Hnn' we are able to convert Eq. (1) entirely in terms
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of two-dimensional exciton operators as

H = £ T . Un[k)B^Bnn + £ ^( fcJB+jf l J , (8)
k " I "Vn J

with Rnn< describing the intcrlayer coupling

(9)

Evaluation of /?„„< is also performable analytically for any n and n' 5̂  n. Studying a

multilayer structure by first considering separate layers and then calculating interlayer

interactions constitute the so-called planewise method of summation [18]. By such a

method applied to dipolar interactions in organic networks, explicit dependences on tho

lattice constants and orientations of transition dipolemoments and wave vectors have

recently been derived [17] showing quite interesting dimensional crossover effects as well

as peculiarities concerning the optical responses.

A well-recognized fact is that the interlayer interaction falls off very rapidly against

separation between layers [17, 18]. In many cases, to explain experiments NLA suffices.

We thus confine ourselves in this paper to NLA only. The general expression of An is [19]

An s Almn = I Y. ' KOx l*Wm'»'l Ol> ~ (°° M - J w l 00)] , (10)
~ t'm'n'

where Vimn^m-ni is the operator of the Coulomb interaction between molecules in cells

Imn and I'm'n', and \0x > denotes a state in which cell Iran is in the excited state and

all others in the ground state. In NLA there are three distinct types of An : A\ which

couples layer 1 with layer 2, An (1 < n < iV) which couples layer n with its two nearest

layers n i l and, AN which couples layer TV with layer N — I. They are of the forms

M = ~ £ [(0* |VW™*I to) - (001Wmî m-al 00)] , (11)
£ I'm'

" = -I1 E l(0x\Vimn.Mn'l0x}-(00\Vlmnrm,n.\Q0)], (12)
6 l'm'n'=n±l

AN = - O 0 x | l W n . w - i | t o } - (00|lWm'*-i|00)]. (13)
66 I'm'



As regards the term An, its general expression is cumbersome because in the presence of

two interfaces the number of image molecules is infinite even for a single real molecule.

In principle, one can derive from first principle such an expression [20]. However, NLA

does not necessitate this and greatly simplifies the actual expressions to be used. In our

model of multilayer OQW, the dielectric constants £1 and e2 of the surrounding materials

are well defined, but the interface distances d\ and d^ shown in Fig. 1 are treated as

parameters of an order of or less than half an interlayer separation c/2. Then, the image

effect needs to be taken into account only for the two surface layers. For all the internal

layers with 1 < n < N we have An = 0, while

^ [(0Z I * W " * | °*> - (°0 |<Wm'i»| 00>] •

In Eqs. (14) and (15), Vlrnll,m,i (VimNym'fi) ' s t n e operator of the Coulomb interaction

between a real molecule in cell Iml (ImN) and the image of a real molecule in cell I'm'l

(I'm'N), or we can also say, the image molecule in image cell i'm'l (I'm'N). The distance

between layer 1 (N) and its image layer 1 (N) equals 2rfi (2d2). It is worth noting that

the coordinates of the electrons and nuclei of a real molecule and its image are mirror-

symmetric. This feature should be taken with care when dealing with interactions due to

dipoles or multipoles.

The general formula for 7imn,i'OT<n< [19] is

TWmW = ~ (Ox |V5nm,iw | xO), (16)

which is dominantly due to the dipole-dipole interactions [11]. For the term Timnj'm'n'

only two contributions are of interest in NLA which are

^^(OX | t W m ' i | XO) , ' (17)



We therefore obtain in NLA the following expressions for the L,, terms of Eq. (7)

v o J V 6 Im.l'm'

Ln{k) ~L{k),Kn<N, (20)

()

with

(21)

(22)

which is independent of n in spite of the presence of n in its definition.

As for the interlayer interaction Rnn'W, in NLA the image terms T in Eq. (9) do not

contribute while the T terms contribute only for \n' — n\ = 1, i.e., for n' = n ± 1. These

two contributions (for n' = n + 1 and n' = « — 1) are equal to each other and can bo

denoted simply by R(k)

RW = WW £ r,,,m,,.m.n±1e'^-".—'. (23)

We notice that in NLA we have 4 parameters at all. Three intralayer parameters are Ei(k),

energy of the first layer, En{k) ~ E{k) for 1 < n< N, energy of the Â— 2 internal layers,

and EN(k), energy of the A7"' layer. The only interlayer parameter is R(k). Besides, we

also have N, the number of layers, as a parameter characterizing the OQW's thickness.

Determining the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of the OQW in dependence on Et(k).

E(k), Es(k), R and N is our aim in the next sections.

3 Difference equations

The eigenfunction of the OQW is represented as

f > n £ , (24)

where the expansion coefficients gn(k) are to be determined so that to satisfy the Schrodinger

equation

# % = w*tf£ (25)



with Uk being the eigenenergy of the whole structure. When Eqs. (8) and (24) are

substituted into Eq. (25) we get the following equations for u and gn (the wave vector k

of the motion in the layer planes is omitted for brevity from now on)

{w-E1)gi=Rg2, (26)

(w - E)gn = R(gn-i + gn+i), Kn<N, (27)

(w - EN)gN = RgN.t. (28)

These are the difference equations that we need to solve. We first find the general solution

to Eq. (27) and then require it to be solution to the two special Eqs. (26) and (28) too.

It is easy to verify [21] that either of the four functions exp[(±/c ± ip)nc], with « and p

real, obeys Eq. (27). The general solution of Eq. (27) is therefore a linear combination

of these functions

9n = cc'x" + §; + 0'x»' + ~, (29)

where x = exp(«; + ip)c and a', 0', 6', t9' are yet unknown coefficients which may without

loss of generality be assumed real. Putting Eq. (29) into Eq. (27) yields

(30)

with
[a'xn + 0'/xn] cosh(« + ip)c + [6'x"1 + •d'/x'n\ coshfo - ip)c

a'xn+P'/xn + B'x-n + -B'/x'" " [' '

Since w is the eigenenergy of the whole multilayer structure, in which the layers are

coupled, it should not depend on the layer index n explicitly. Prom Eqs. (30) and (31),

this is so provided that cosh(« + ip)c = cosh(« — ip)c which leads to

sinh(Kc) sin(pc) = 0. (32)

Either sinh(/cc) or sin(pc) must vanish resulting in two possibilities only:

• Case (i): K = 0, p ̂  0, and
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• Case (ii): K J^ 0, pc = irj, j integers or zero.

Easily to check that, in Case (i), gn turns out to be determined by two (not four) coeffi-

cients only, namely

g,, — a cos(pcn) + /? sin(pcn). (33)

Then F = cos(pc) and the eigenenergy ui is given by

w = .E + 27?cos(pc). (34)

In Caso (ii), instead of Eq. (29), gn reduces to

Un ~ (-1)"J [9cKCn + tie"™] . (35)

Correspondingly, we have F = (—l)'cosh(«c) and

sh(Kc). (36)

We are left to determine n, /?, p and 0, i9, K, j such that Eq. (33) and Eq. (35) will

also be solutions to the two special equations (26) and (28) as well as they will meet

the corresponding normalization condition required for the wave function, Eq. (24). The

states, which originate from Case (i), resemble a wave propagating forth and back along

the c direction due to cos and sin and. thus, are called the propagating states. On the

other hand, the states, which originate from Case (ii), represent an evanescent wave near

the interfaces due to cxp and. thus, are referred to as the surface states. Apart from the

different behaviors in spatial profile, Eqs. (34) and (36) also reveai that in energy scale

the propagating states lie inside the interval [E — 2\R\, E + 2\R\] called the bulk band

or simply the band, whereas the surface states are located outside that band. In what

follows we shall clarify the question of how many surface states arc possible and, if there

exists a surface state, whether is its energy level located above or below- the band ?

11



4 Propagating states

The notation is simplified by defining new parameters A, and Ajv as

A1 = E-El ,AN = E-BN, (37)

and by treating p and K in units of the interlayer separation c. Using Eq. (33) shows that

Eq. (26) is obeyed if

o(AiCosp + fl) + /3A1sinp = 0, (38)

whereas Eq. (28) demands

ten(Afr) - Q ( A" + RC°"P) +fS[R1! = 0. (39)
v yj aRsmpP{A + Rcosp) v ;

Eliminating a and 0 from Eqs. (38) and (39) we arrive at an equation which determines

the allowed values of p

sinpcotJVp = C + ?cosp, (40)

with C and £ given by

J?/A.J_A_.> A.A.._!_J?2

(41)
• - R2 ' s A^jv - R2 '

A plot of LHS and RHS of Eq. (40) as functions of p for N = 8 is depicted in Fig. 2.

Intersections of the two sides determine the number and the values of allowed p. Note

that the propagating states here come from the exciton propagation in the direction per-

pendicular to the layer planes. The exciton propagation in the layers is already accounted

for above via the k dependence of Ai(k), Ay(k) and R(k). Sometimes, to make this

feature explicit, k is denoted by fc|| and p by k±.

Now, it is not difficult to verify that the number of propagating states, i.e., the number

of the allowed values of p, is determined by signs of two Ar-dependent quantities / + and

/_ defined as

V (42)

12



Table 1 summaries all the possible situations (compare with Fig. 2). As the total number

of states should be N, the situations corresponding to Rows 1, 2 and 4 in Table 1 reveal

"missing" states. As can be expected, these missing states are the surface states which

originate from Case (ii). To better understand the physics of the criteria determining the

possible number of propagating states, we would rather "translate" Table 1 into original

physical parameters A], A,v, R and N than read it in terms of / + and /_. For that

purpose, we rewrite / + and /_ as follows

±(N+l)(RTt1)(R*t2)
f± = N^^-JP) ' ( 4 3 )

where

•5 = (iV2 - 1)(A, - AjV)2 + (A, + AKf. (46)

We have performed a careful sign analysis of fj. with respect to N and to signs and

absolute values of Ai, A^ and R. As a result, we have got the following criteria

hi < \R\ '• N propagating states

tm < \R\ < tM :N~\ propagating states (47)

\R\ < tm : N - 2 propagating states.

In the above criteria

\N\Al + AN\-V6\
tm~ W+T) ' ( '

At this point, several interesting remarks are worth making. When starting to deal with

the problem, intuition might lead to the following criteria

|AA;I < \R\ : N propagating states

|Am| < \R\ < | AM | : JV - 1 propagating states (50)

\R\ < |Am| : N — 2 propagating states,

13



where |Am| = min{|Ai|, |AAT|} and |AM| = max{|A,|, |AW|}. Criteria (47) and (50)

differ strongly in a qualitative manner. First, the true criteria (47) are characterized by

both Ai and A^ because tm and tM are functions of both A] and AN (see Eqs. (48) and

(49), and also Fig. 3). Second, the true criteria (47) depend on JV explicitly, i.e., exhibit a

size dependence. The importance of the size dependence will be made clearer later when

investigating surface states in the next section. Yet, we note here that there is a reference

[22] which dealt with the similar problem for a particular case A] = A;v = A ^ 0. This

reference found the intuitive criteria (50) and was unable to predict the size dependence.

As a consequence, the possibility of existence of N — 1 propagating states was lost because

for A] = Aw (or the same Am = AJU) the second line in (50) would disappear and

therefore only N or N — 2 propagating states could be possible. Our criteria (47) predict

existence of N — 1 propagating states even for Aj = Ajy = A since in this case tm and tm

remain unequal, namely, tm = {N~1)\A\/(N+1), tM = |A| and tM-tm = 2|A|/(iV + l).

The TV-dependence is of paramount significance for thin structures like OQW's which

consist just of a few crystalinne layers. For thick samples, when N » 1, the true and the

intuitive criteria coincide practically because liniA'—ootm,A/ = |Am,A/|.

To complete this section, we find the coefficients a and /? in Eq. (33) with the aid of

Eq. (38) and the normalization condition for the wave function

iV

= Llfcf. (51)

As a result, we have obtained

ot = A0 A — . (52)
A] cosp + R '

/T 2 = ~(A2 + 1) + 1 ^ ^ [{A2 - 1) cos(/V + l)p + 2 A sm(N + l)p] . (53)

14



5 Surface states

As is known, surface states could appear in structures which have surfaces, i.e., in finite

or at least semiinfinite systems. The possibility of surface states dated back to Tamm's

paper [23] and was studied in a good deal of works [24] quite a long time ago. All the

above-cited works considered a hypothetical model of surface crystal which is obtained

by cleaving between two adjacent planes and switching-off all interactions between these

two planes. Such a model, in fact, describes a semiinfinite system with a single surface

and, thus, at most only 1 surface state may arise in NLA. The OQW structure that we

are considering here is of mesoscopic size and has two apparent surfaces.

The missing slates in Table 1 for Case (i) are those resulting from Case (ii) because

these are the only two possible cases. Likewise, the true criteria (47) and the intuitive

criteria (50) also imply, respectively,

hi < I ft| : 0 surface states

Un < \R\ < *M : 1 surface state (54)

\R\ < tm : 2 surface states,

and

|AA/| <\R{ : 0 surface states

|Am| < \R\ < |AA,| : 1 surface state (55)

\R\ < |Am| : 2 surface states.

We shall examine Criteria (54) for surface states emphasizing the; importance of the size

dependence. This requires a detailed analysis which will be carried out in what follows.

For Case (ii), instead of Eq. (33), we must resort to Eq. (35) to determine 8, d, K and

j self-consistently. The two special equations (26) and (28) are satisfied if the involved

parameters fulfill the following equations, respectively

9 [A,e* + (-l)jR] +1? [Aie"K + (-1)'"^] = 0, (56)

eNK [AN + (-lj'flc"] + tfe-N" [AN + (-iyRe~K] = 0. (57)

15



Eliminating 6, •d from the above equations and introducing for short a notation y = exp K,

we get

For the sign analysis we transform Eq. (58) into a more convenient form as

N (59)

Ky-y+)(y-y-)

2 A 7 A ^ [ A w ) | ] • (62)

Equation (59) will be solved graphically to determine the allowed values of pairs of (K, j).

The solution is sensitive to both absolute values and signs of y±, which, in turn, depend

on absolute values and signs of Am, A^/ and R. To be transparent we put the dependence

on absolute values and signs in evidence by rewriting y± as

± (-i (63)

where SR = sign(R), sm = sign(Am) and SM = sign(Am). As clearly seen from Eq. (63),

y± depend on combinations (—l)-ISRSm and (—l)JSfiSAf rather than on (—1)J, SR, sm and

Sf,i separately. There are 4 possibilities as tabulated in Table 2 which are referred to as

Case "++", Case "H—", Case "—h" and Case " ", respectively.

Before solving Eq. (59) graphically, it is useful to learn analytical behaviors of the

function f(y) defined by Eq. (60). This function vanishes at y = y± and diverges at

y = ty±- Its values at y — 0, ±1 and ±co are given by /(0) = I/A, /(±1) = 1 and

/(±oo) = A, respectively. LHS of Eq. (59) also equals unity at y = 1 so that both sides of

Eq. (59) always meet at y = 1. Since, by definition, y = exp K, then y = 1 means K = 0.

Such a trivial intersection at y = 1 is irrelevant because we are looking for solutions with

K. ^ 0. We therefore disregard this trivial intersection at y = 1. Moreover, only region of

y > 0 is of interest. More physically, we shall proceed further by basing on the signs of

Am and AM.
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5.1 A m > 0, AA/ < 0

Our strategy is that we shall choose the parameters in accord with the intuitive criteria

(55) and show that they are not correct for all N, i.e., the size dependence and the true

criteria (54) will be justified.

5.1.1 \R\ < |Am| < |AA/|

The concerned inequalities hold by choosing |/?/Am| = 0.8 and |7?/AA/| = 0.5. We still

have to distinguish two circumstances: Case "H !-" (in correspondence to sm = +, Sm =

— and (—l)7s/j = +) which corresponds to Case "-(—" in Table 2 and, Case "H " (in

correspondence to sm = +, sA/ = - and (—1)JSH = —) which corresponds to Case "—h"

in Table 2. The sign of (—l)Jsn indicates the position of a surface state relative to the

band edge as realized from Eq. (36). Conventionally, let us call (— l)jsn the "sign" of the

surface state. When a surface state has a sign + (—), this surface state pushes upward

(downward) from the top (bottom) of the propagating. For A' = 10, Case "H f-" has one

solution (Fig. 4) and Case "H " has one solution too (Fig. 5). This means existence

of 2 surface states, one above (Case 'M 1-") and the other below (Case "H ") the

band. Curiously, however, for N = 4, Case "H h" still has one solution (Fig. 4), which

gives 1 surface state above the propagating, but Case "H " has no solutions (Fig. 5).

The total number of surface states for N = 4 is thus 1. According to the intuitive criteria

(55), the above obtained result seems strange because the condition \R\ < |Am| should

lead to 2 surface states. Things become understandable by inspecting the N-dependence

of tm and tA/. We see from the inset of Fig. 5 that, for N < 5, \R\ turns out to be greater

than tm though it is still less than |Am|. Hence, for N = 10 (> 5) we have \R\ < tm but

for N — 4 (< 5) the inequalities tm < \R\ < tst hold. The criteria (54) (not (55)) are thus

justified highlighting the size dependence established.
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5.1.2 |Am| < \R\ < |AA,|

For the above inequalities to hold we choose |i?/Am| = 1.2 and |/2/AJWI = 0.85 for

our numerical illustration. The intuitive criteria (55) would yield 1 surface state under

such conditions. Nevertheless, the graphical solving indicates that Case "H 1-" has one

solution for N = 10 and no solution for N = 5 (Fig. C), while Case "H " is solutionless

for all N (figures not shown). The nouexistence of surface states is explained by the size

dependence. From the inset of Fig. 6 it is clear that, for Ar < G, \R\ becomes greater

than tui in spite of \R\ < |AA/|. Therefore, say, for jV = 5 (< 6) we have t,\; < \R\ and no

solutions at all, whereas for N = 10 (> 6) we have tm < \R\ < t,\/ and one solution. This

result again agrees with the criteria (54) (not (55)). The two sets of criteria (54) and (55)

differ strongly for small size structures.

5.1.3 |Am| < |AA/| < \R\

As mentioned at the end of Section IV, lim/v—ooiAf = |Afl/|, that is |7?|/tA/ «* \R/&M\

for large iV. For smaller iV the ratio \R\/tm increases so that jA,u| < \R\ also reveals

tM < \R\. LHS and RHS of Eq. (59) meet nowhere except at the trivial point y = 1

(figures not shown) indicating absence of any surface state. Under this circumstance both

the true and intuitive criteria are equivalent in use.

5.2 Am < 0, AA/ > 0

5.2.1 \R\ < |Am| < |AA/j

The same values of the parameters as in Subsubsection 5.1.1 as well as Figs. 4 and 5

are applicable here. Similar arguments also follow. The only distinction in the results

is that for N = 4, when there arises 1 surface state, this state lies below (not above as

in Subsubsection 5.1.1) the band. Making use of the introduced conventional concept of

sign of surface state, it can be said that, whenever there appears 1 surface state, the sign
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of this state coincides with the sign of Am (in the present case "below" and "—", whereas

in the case of Subsubsection 5.1.1 "above" and "+"; This sign rule will be made clearer

later at the end of the present subsection using Fig. 7).

5.2.2 |Am| < \R\ < |AA,|

This case is similar to the case considered in Subsubsection 5.1.2 with the same sign rule

regarding the location of the surface state (Fig. 6 is also in uso here). Namely, for N = 10,

in contrast with the case of Subsubsection 5.1.2, the resulted surface sfate lies below (not

above) the band. Yet, regardless of the difference of the location of the surface state in

Subsubsections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2, the signs of the surface state and of Am are same. This

observation supports the sign rule just mentioned in the previous subsubsection.

5.2.3 |Am| < |AA/| < \R\

The result of this case is fully similar to that of Subsubsection 5.1.3: no surface states

are possible.

Temporarily gathering the results obtained until this stage, we may draw the following

conclusions:

• When Am and AAj are of opposite signs, 0, 1 or 2 surface states may arise in accord

witli the criteria (54) which are size-dependent.

• Whenever there appear 2 surface states, one of them lies above and the other lies

below the band.

• If only 1 svirface state is possible, the sign of this state coincides with the sign of Am.

This sign rule has its reasoning. Let us look at. Table 2. We find that y+ = |.R/AA/1

in Case u-\—" is less than j / + = \R/Am\ in Case "—I-'" (see Curve '*H—" and Curve

"—(-" in Fig. 7). Then, the existence of only 1 surface state implies intersection

of LHS of Eq. (59) with Curve "'H—" but NOT with Curve "—t-v. On the other
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hand, Case "H—" corresponds to Case "H 1-"' and Case "— + —". It is obvious

that in both Case "+ - +" and Case " - + - " the first sign and the third sign are

same. Since the first sign, sm, is the sign of Am and the third sign. {-l)Jsn. is the

sign of the surface state, the above-mentioned sign rule is justified.

5.3 Am > 0, A,u > 0

Together with (—1)JSR there are two possible combinations: Case "+ + +" and Case

'"+ -i—". Case "+ + +" corresponds to Case "++"' in Table 2. Because in Case "++"

both y+ = -{R/Am\ and i/_ = —\R/AM\ are negative as understood from Eq. (63). and

f(y) > 0 for y > 0, Eq. (59) has no relevant solutions for all parameters (figures not

shown). So, only Case "+ + —", which corresponds to Case '" " iu Table 2. is left to

be analyzed.

5.3.1 \R\ < |Am| < |AA.|

Figure 8 shows that, for |tf/Am| = 0.8, |Ji/A.,/| = 0.5 and N = 10. Case ••+ + - " leads

to 1 surface states, both of them lie below the band. However, for A' = 5. only 1 surface

state exists (same Fig. 8) which also lies below the band. Things occur differently for

Ar = 5 and JV = 10 because of the iV-dependence of ?m (the inset of Fig. S). As \R\ is

greater (less) than tm for N < 6 (Ar > 6), we have fm < \R\ < f.u for A" = 5 (i.e.. < 6) but

\R\ < tm for N — 10 (i.e., > 6). Thus, the appearance of 1 or 2 surface states for N = 5

or N = 10, respectively, couririus the correctness of the criteria (5-1) (but not (55)).

5.3.2 |Am| < |/?| < |A»,| .

Appropriate values of the parameters for this ense ;uv |/?/Am| = 1.2 and J/?/A.u| = O.S.

The inset, of Fig. 0 indicates tluit for all Ar > 3 (Ar < ;i is not ivlev;int in our theory) wo

have /,„ < j/7| < (A/. One surface state exists for each A* (Fig. !)) which is located below

the band. Again this meets the criteria (51).
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5.3.3 |Am| <: |AA;| < |i?|

Tlie same arguments as in Subsubsections 5.1.3 and 5.2.3 are in order: there are no

surface states.

5.4 Am < 0, An < 0

Among the two possibilities Case " (-" and Case " ". the latter belongs to

Case "++" in Table 2 and is. as argued at the beginning of Subsection 5.3. out of further

consideration. Regarding the tiiree circumstances }/?;' < 'A,,, < A.i/ . A-n' < iJ?j < jA.i/i

and |Araj < Wu\ < \R\ of Case r". same phrases as in Subiubseetions 5.3.1. 5.3.2

and 5.3.3. respectively, can be made except rhar the word "beion" -hould be replaced by

"above".

The common messages gained from Subsections 5.3 and 5.4 are:

• When An, and - \u have same signs. 0. 1 or 2 surface states are possible in accord

with the criteria (54) (not (55)).

• The location of the surface states follows a simple sign rule: no matter there are 1

or 2 surface states, the signs of these states are always opposite to the sign of An.

and A.\j (note. Am and A.u are of same sign here).

5.5 Determination of 6 and i?

Having solved for the allowed values of (K. j). we are now in the position to determine

the coefficients 0 and i) in Eq. (35). Either of Eos. (56) or (57). and the normalization

condition. Eq. (51). are to be invoked to for this purpose. We make use of Eqs. (56) and

(51) and arrive at the desired results

1 — e--Vlt

t>~2 = Cy(^ ~2D~ B-'Cv(-h-). Cv(h-) = —; • (65!
e~~" — 1
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6 Discussion

We have shown that in an iV-layer OQW there are N eigenstates which can be classi-

fied into two kinds: propagating states and surface states. The number of surface states

depends not only on the material parameters but also on the thickness. The latter de-

pendence is manifested through the fact that within NLA, for some parameters' region,

the number of surface states changes from 0 —> 1 or 1 —> 2 (2 —• 1 or 1 —» 0) when the

thickness increases (decreases). It is noticed that the maximal number of surface states is

2. This is because we have used NLA. If one goes beyond NLA, say, to the second nearest

neighbor approximation, one has to handle more parameters: Et, £ j , E, Et\-x, EN, R

and R' where E — En with 2<n<N-l, R = Rn,n±i and R' = Rn,n±2- Then, instead

of 3 difference equations as in NLA, there arise 5 equations which would give at. most 4

surface states. The concept of number of surface states is thus quite delicate. From a

theoretical view-point, this concept is meaningful when a certain approximation for the

interlayer coupling has been invoked. As mentioned in Section II, R,m' decreases quickly

(in fact exponentially) with increasing \n — n'\ and NLA proves to be a good approxi-

mation which has been widely used in the literature. From an experimental view-point,

surface states respond to light in their own manner. Their number could be observed by

measurements of optical responses which would suggest a theoretical approximation most

suitable for the material structure under measurement.

Our theory is valid for any Am and /\M. In particular, when Am = AA; = 0 (image

effect is ignored), it follows from Eqs. (48) and (49) that \R\ > tm = IM = 0 always

hold yielding no surface states. We recover the result of Ref. 25, i.e., only solutions of

propagation nature gn = ij2/(N + 1) sin(nw/(N + 1)) are possible. This highly simple

model for OQWs', whose boundary conditions are imposed by the so-called "no- escape

requirement", has been used by many auf hors just because of the simple analytic expres-

sion of its wave functions. A realistic model should account for the boundary conditions
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more carefully at least as in the present paper. The semiinfinite surface crystal model

is also obtained when one of Am or Ajv; vanishes (the remaining is denoted by A), and

N —• co. In this limiting case, our theory gives tm = 0, t^ = |A|. Since tm = 0, the

condition \R\ < tm = 0 can never be fulfilled and the existence of 2 surface states is

impossible. Directly from Eq. (58) we now get

lim y2N = f(y), (G6)
iV—.oo

with

(67)

= - ( - l ) J s H s A - - (68)
A

The existence and location of the surface state is determined by the value and sign of y.

For {-l)jR = ±1 and sA = ±1 (or =f 1), we have y = - | i? /A| (or +\R/A\). Making use

of the behaviors of the function f(y), it is easy to verify that the condition for the surface

state to exist and (a) to lie above the band is

A ± R < 0 and A < 0, or equivalently, | A| > | R\ and A < 0. (69)

and, (b) to lie below the band is

A ± R > 0 and A > 0. or equivalently, |A| > \R\ and A > 0. (70)

These criteria are nothing elso but those reported for semiinfinite systems [24]. As a

common result, we can conclude that the necessary conditions for 2 (1) surface states to

appear are both A,,, ^ 0 and AA, ^ 0 simultaneously (either of Am or AA/ must differ from

zero). In general, the absolute values of both of the ratios |/J/Am| and \R/ Aji/| determine

the number of the surface states (see, Criteria (47) and Eqs. (48), (49)), while the signs of

Am ai.id A,u place the energy levels of these states. The sign rules established in the text

seem to be quite useful. According to these rules, if one knows the signs of Am and A*;

and the number of surface states, one is always able to definitely point out whether below
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or above the band the surface state levels are located. Prom an experimental point of

view, one may turn around and ask: if the number and the location of the surface states

are known experimentally, may one provide information about the signs of Am and AM ?

The answer is yes but not always definitely. When there are 2 surface states, the answer

is definite. Namely, if both levels lie below (above) the band, this means that both Am

and AA; are positive (negative). Alternatively, if the two levels are one above and one

below the band, this means that Am and AM have opposite signs. Nevertheless, when

there arises only 1 surface state, one cannot make any definite conclusion regarding the

signs of Am and AM-

Of interest is also to clarify the role the sign of R plays. At this aim, let us return back

to any formulae associated with the surface state problem (see Eqs. (36), (56) to (58) and

(63)). We become aware that R never stands alone but always enters with a factor (—I)-*

to form a combined quantity (—1)J\R = (—V)isn\R\. This combination is important since

it determines the location of the surface state (see Eq. (36)). For a certain sign of R, j

is "selected" so that (—IYSR together with K be solutions of Eq. (59). Thus, the sign

of R does not play any role in forming surface states (sign(R) is however important in

problems of the optical responses).

Attention is now to be paid to the image effect in more detail. Theoretically, the

parameters Am and AM can be evaluated using the formulaein Section II. Let us for

simplicity suppose that the molecules have inversion symmetry. Then in the dipole ap-

proximation the A- and A-terms vanish. We have evaluated the remaining dipole sums

by Fourier transforming them into sums over the corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors

[17, 18]. As a result, we obtain for p || (a, b) plane (p the dipolemoment of a molecule

which is assumed to be the same for all molecules):

{72)
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fill = -W(l), (73)
£

where 7li2 = 2dii2/c and W(z) is (<f a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector)

2-c|9+*l. ( 7 4 )

For /t _L (a, 6) plane, we get A x
w = 2A{WV and i?x = -2H11. The image effect caused

by the abrupt change in the dielectric constants is clearly seen from the above equations.

Here the parameters rf( and </2 exhibit their role. For 2di = 2d2 = c, i.e., 71 = 72 = 1, we

get for both the orientaticns of p the following simple ratios

(75)A,
R

l-Si/e

1 + ei/e
AiV
R

1 - £-i/s

1 + s2/s

These formulae indicate that \R\ is greater than \&M\ = max{|Ai|,|Ajv|} for any s, £1

and £2 (same result is obtained for 2d\, 2rf2 > c). Hence, for surface states to racist, it is

necessary to have 0 < du d-i < c/2 (i.e., 0 < 71, 72 < 1). Fig. 10 plots tm/\R\ — 1 and

tm/\R\ — 1 as functions of si/s and s-j/s for 7i = 72 = 0-9 using the following parameters

k = 0, a = 12A, 6 = 6A, c = 23A (close to the lattice constants of orthorhombic

CM#IOCHO.;) and Ar = 5. It is visual from Fig. 10 that, for 71 = 72 = 0.9 (< 1),

there are domains of £i/e and £2/£ in which 1 {tm/\R\ - 1 < 0 < tM/\R\ - 1) or 2

(0 < tm/\R\ - 1 < tn,/\R\ - 1) surface states may arise. For a given material of OQW, £-,,

£2, di and di serve as control-parameters to tailor the electronic energy spectrum of the

OQW. For example, as often encountered in experiments, one can choose £2 ~ 1 (air).

Then, from Eq. (72) one gets AJV < 0 because £ is always greater than 1. The sign of

Ai can be made positive or negative by choosing £1 > £ or £1 < £, correspondingly (see

Eq. (71)). If one knows the interface distances d\ and d2, one can calculate the energy

spectrum of the OQW. On the contrary, if dj and tf2 are unknown, experimental data

of the OQW's energy spectrum would provide information about the magnitudes of the

interface distances.

Optical responses of surface organics have been experimentally studied mainly for an-

thracence [26,27]. In crystals like anthracence, tetracene,..., the energy difference between



the internal and surface layers ( 200 cm l) is much greater than the interlayer inter-

action (~ lcm"1). Under such circumstances, the electronic structure can approximately

regarded as composed of excitations from the isolated top-surface layer, second-surface

layer, etc.. For anthracence, the exciton energy level of the top-surface layer is found at

204 cm~l above the bulk A-exciton one, and that of the second-surface layer is also weakly

observed at only 6 cm"1 above the bulk one. Very sharp dip-structure was observed on

the reflection spectrum which was attributed to the exciton of the top-surface layer [28].

Picosecond time scale measurements [26] at low temperatures have shown superradiant

decays of about or shorter than 2 psec for the top-surface layer exciton and, of an order of

15 ±2 psec for the exciton from the second-surface layer. However, as a fact, the interlayer

interaction R, though may be very small in comparison with A], A,v, never equals zero

exactly. The R ^ 0 correction to the optical responses may be small for anthracence,

tetracene, ..., but may not be negligible for other organics in general. In order to deeper

understand the optical responses of anthracence, tetracene, ... and to expect new optical

properties of other organics, in which the interlayer interaction is not too small compared

with other energy characteristics, we must extend the present theory in a few directions.

First, we should couple the OQW to the radiation field and calculate the imaginary part

of the exciton self-energy due to this coupling basing upon the electronic structures of

multilayer OQW's obtained in the way described in this paper. Original surface states

due to R ^ 0 should be taken into account instead of those of noninteracting layers. Sec-

ond, if necessary, our theory can be extended beyond the NLA, i.e., to take into account

the coupling with the 2nd, 3rd, ... nearest layers. The number of possible surface states

will increase and the theoretical formulation will be much more complicated. Third, the

unit cell was assumed to contain a single molecule so that the effect of Davydov splitting

cannot be discussed within the present theory. The extension to take account for this

effect is straightforward but worth doing. The transition dipole moment in the (a, b)

plane of anthracence is so large that the exciton energy dispersion in k direction (|| (a, 6)
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plane) becomes of an order of 500 an"1 above the bulk A-exciton at k = 0. On the other

hand, in the p direction (± (a, 6) plane), the exciton energy dispersion may be smaller

because of the larger interlayer distance than the lattice constants in the (o, 6) plane. The

surface state is above the band in p direction, but is embedded within the width of the

energy band in k direction. The mixing of the surface states with the bulk states looks

very small at low temperatures. However, the above things would change drastically in

the organics in which the interlaycr separation is of the same order or smaller than the

lattice constants in the layer pianos leading to strong coupling between layers. Fourth, it

is also an interesting future problem to understand the several dynamical characteristics

of surface states in thick as well as thin OQW's by simultaneously taking into account the

interactions with both photon field and phonon field on the basis of the correct electronic

structures. Last, but not least, problems of surface quality (roughness, random distribu-

tion of molecules on surfaces, surface relaxation and polarization, ...) are quite delicate.
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Figure captions

Fig- 1 :

N-laycr OQW with dielectric constant E sandwitched between two media with di-

electric constants E\ and s2. The interiayer separation is c. The effective distances

from the outermost crystalline layers to the interfaces are d\ and d2.

Fig. 2 :

LHS for yV = 8 (.solid lines) and RHS's (dashed curves) of Eq. (40) as functions of

p taken from 0 to n. The dashed curves labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4 are those with £ (£)

= 0.5, 0.1, -0.1 and -0.5 (0.1, 0.5, -0.5 and -0.1), respectively. Intersections of

solid lines and a clashed curve determine the number and the values of allowed p for

the propagating states.

Fig. 3 :

Z ~ tm/\R\ (upper) and Z = h,/[R\ (lower) versus X = Am/|/?| and Y = AA//|V?|

for A' = 5.

Fig. 4 :

LHS's with N = 4 (dashed curve labelled 4) and N = 10 (dashed-dotted curve

labelled 10) and RHS (solid curve) of Eq. (59) for Case " + - " with \R/&m\ = 0.S

and (/J/AA/| = 0.5. There is 1 nontrivial intersection in each case of JV. The trivial

intersection at y = 1 is disregarded as explained in Text.

Fig. 5 :

Same as in Fig. 4 but for Case "—I-"'. There is 1 nontrivial intersection for N = 10,

while none for iV = 4. The inset represents the dependence of \R\/tm (solid curve)

and \R\ltm (dashed curve) on the layer number N for AjA^ = AmAA/ < 0. Note,

\R\/tm becomes greater than 1 for N < 5. The thin horizontal line is drawn just for

the eyes.
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Pig. 6 :

Same as in Fig. 5 but for N = 5 (dashed curve labelled 5), 10 (dashed-dotted curve

labelled 10), |ft/Am| = 1.2 and |fl/AA/| = 0.85. One nontrivial intersection occurs

for JV = 10, while none for N = 5. The caption for the inset is the same. But, note,

\R\/tm becomes greater than 1 for N < 6.

Fig. 7 :

Schematic plot illustrating the sign rule when only 1 surface state arises in the case

AiA^r = AmAAf < 0. Curve "H—" and Curve "—h" (see Text) are respectively

dashed-dotted and dashed. The solid curve is LHS of Eq. (59). The corresponding

values of y+ (see Table 2): y+ = |i?/AA/| and y+ = |H/A,,,j are marked by the

vertical arrows.

Fig. 8 :

Same as in Fig. 5 but for Case " " with N = 5, 10 (dashed, dashed-dotted curve

labelled 5, 10), \R/&m\ = 0.8 and | .R/AA/| = 0.5. Two nontrivial intersection occurs

for iV = 10, while only 1 for AT = 5. The inset represents the same dependence

|/?|/*m (solid curve) and |.R|/£A/ (dashed curve) on the layer number N but for

Ai AN = AmAM > 0. Note, \R\/tm becomes greater than 1 for N < 6.

Fig. 8 :

Same as in Fig. 8 but for Case " — " with /V = 5, 10 (dashed, dashed-dotted

curve labelled 5, 10), |.R/Am| = 1.2 and |i?/AA/| = 0.8. There occurs 1 nontrivial

intersection for each Af. For the inset, note, | # | / ^ r < 1 < \R\/tm for all N.

Fig. 10 :

Z = tm/\R\ - 1 (upper) and Z = tM/\R\ - 1 (lower) versus X = et/e and Y - e2/e

for 7, = 72 = 0.9 and N = 5.
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Tables

Table 1 :

Summary for the allowed number of propagating states in dependence on signs of

the functions / + and /_ defined by Bq. (42).

Row

1

2

3

4

••"<?"(/+)

+

+

- orO

- orO

sign{f-)

Qor +

-

0 or +

-

Number of propagating states

N-l

N-2

N

N-l

Table 2 :

The 4 cases of y± given by Eq. (63) in dependence on signs of the two combinations

{-l)3snsm and {-l)jsnsAl.

Case (—l)JS/jsm |

a n

[—1) J S/JSA/ y+

+ - | i? /Am

+I*/AM

+ +|iVA™,

+|fl/AM

J/-

| - | i?/AA/|

1 - | f l /A m |

1 - I H / A M I
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Fig.1: N.Ba An & E.Hanamura
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Fig.2: N.Ba An & E. Hanamura
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